Programs for investigators
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•Human errors are the leading cause of injuries, downtime,
scrap and reduced productivity.

Intended audience:

aimed at individuals or teams who are involved in investigating
non-conformances, safety incidents, quality issues and other errors
in the workplace

Objective:

provide the skills and knowledge required to carry out effective
investigations
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Why investigate errors?
•

More than just “correcting
the problem”

Error investigating
challenges
Guidelines for Effective Error
Investigations

include key information on how to interview people to obtain
accurate, relevant information to enable identification of the real
root cause, using the Error Investigation and Diagnostic (EI&D)
Guide

Error Investigation
Diagnostics

EI&D Guide leads participants through a structured process to
determine the type of error and the appropriate corrective action

Site-Specific Case Studies

incorporate case studies and actual site-specific cases chosen by the
organization, which gives participants the opportunity to apply
their newly-acquired skills in real situations and to achieve
immediate benefits for the organization

•

Diagnosing real cases from
your site

•

Using the Human Error
Investigation Flowchart to
determine relevant
categories

•

Using the Diagnostic Guide
to determine
recommended actions

Pre-requisites:

Having attended the "Science of Human Error Reduction"
workshop
Requires Human Error licensing for use of intellectual
property, i.e., terminologies, approach and tools

Case Studies & Role Plays
incorporated throughout

Post workshop:

To maximize the program, Desertfire provides additional
days of coaching on new and historic events, and in
analyzing highly error prone business areas.

Attendee feedback

“Having completed the program, we reduced the time required to close a CAPA from 21 days to 7
days”
– Quality Manager, major pharmaceutical manufacturer

For more information: www.desertfire.com.au/HER

